
612 Retractable 
Pleated Insect Screen
The Brio 612 Retractable Pleated Insect Screen offers a screening solution to any window or 
door application due to its innovative design. Developed for flexibility and tested for durability, 
the Brio 612 Screen is a popular product 
worldwide.

With the capability to span 4.5m, the Brio 
612 Screen is one of the largest single action 
screen products of its type in the world. 
Meeting screens can cover an expansive 
opening of 9m wide and 3.2m high.



Colours
Brio understands the importance of continuity for 
aesthetical purposes and so offers the Brio 612 
Screen in Black, Silver and White with custom 
colours available.

Quality
The Brio 612 Screen is assembled in Australia with 
the finest quality materials to ensure excellence is 
maintained. Our purpose built robotic equipment 
provides accuracy and efficiency allowing the 
Brio team to act responsively for delivery of your 
screens.

The patented Brio 612 Screen has undergone 
rigorous testing and exceeded 150,000 cycles. 
The Brio 612 Screen warranty does not extend to 
damage caused to the mesh by pets, children or the 
occasional adult.

Black Silver White
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Performance
High strength, braided tensioning cords run 
horizontally to stabilise the screen and control vertical 
orientation of the handle bar. These tensioning 
cords run over multiple precision bearings to ensure 
the high quality, European polyester mesh slides 
smoothly with a low operating force. The use of 
precision bearings significantly increase the screen’s 
life.

The tensioning cords also prevent the mesh from 
blowing out in windy conditions. The mesh has been 
designed to leave the channel in windy conditions as 
a safety feature which helps prevent tearing. If the 
screen does leave the channel it can be easily placed 
back inside.

Applications
The Brio 612 Screen is independent of any particular 
window or door system but can be easily installed on 
the inside frame of folding, sliding and french doors 
as well as many window types. This freedom allows 
the screen to be used in a multitude of applications. 
The intelligent design means the Brio 612 Screen can 
be fully integrated into windows and doors discreetly 
while in operation or retracted.

This is achieved with low profile aluminium sections 
and the pleated, UV stable mesh. Many systems offer 
a flat mesh which is prone to sagging and requires 
an unsightly canister to house the screen mesh. The 
Brio 612 Screen is tailor made to integrate seamlessly 
with Brio’s Weatherfold exterior systems 4s (top 
hung), 5c (bottom folding) and Brio’s Window or 
Servery. It can also be used with our straight sliding 
systems Single Run and Timberoll.

Retrofit Screening
New for the Brio 612 Screen is the ability to be added 
to pre-existing window and door systems which 
have suitable outer frames. The standard screen kit 
has been adapted to allow for face fix application 
which can be easily dressed by timber architraves. 
A simple but effective solution to situations where a 
door system is already in place but without suitable 
insect screening. The versatile Brio 612 Screen can 
now rescue these systems and turn them into a full 
exterior door way system. The retrofit screen kit is 
also available in the 3 standard colours as well as 
custom colours making it truly integrated with existing 
fixtures.



Postless Corner
An advantage of the Brio 612 Screen is the ability to 
screen corner openings without the need for a corner 
post, providing stunning uninterrupted views.

Corner applications are possible with all of Brio’s 
Weatherfold exterior, folding systems and our hybrid 
sills which utilise timber and aluminium for self 
draining and easy installation.
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Timber doors by Hume Doors are also available through Comsupply.
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